WHAT’S NEW

A New Australian Innovation

Unicoil, a new Australian
innovation that allows
the user to create any
moulded 5/8" heater
hose in seconds.

Unicoil Revolutionising
Pre Moulded Hoses

The Unicoil product offers
to the automotive industry the benefits of only
having to carry two product lines, replacing
over 92% of all pre–moulded 5/8" heater
hoses.
“One of the aims of the product is to simplify
and increase sales for re–sellers and workshop
repairers by offering a quality manufactured
product to their clients that can be used in many
applications”, said Tony Woods and Peter
Matthews of Advantage Auto Parts S.A.
“This is a product which will revolutionise the
hose industry. The versatility of the product,
coupled with the competitive price, is the
reason why people are choosing to save time
and money by using Unicoil.”
Major distributors including Bursons, Coventry
Auto Parts, Restorers Hotline, Motor Traders,
Repco and many more leading parts suppliers
have been quick to take up the sale and
promotion of this new and innovative product
and are eager with anticipated sales. Unicoils
are manufactured with marine grade stainless steel.
The Unicoil consists of a coil and a bendable
spine that is welded to the coil. By simple
positioning the Unicoil on the straight hose and
by using hand pressure to bend the spine you
can form almost any moulded hose in seconds.
The spine holds the newly moulded hose in
shape and the task of the coil is to prevent the
hose from collapsing or kinking. Multiple coils
can be used where more than one bend on a
hose is required.
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Unicoil is currently available in two separate 5/
8" product lines (2–bend & 3–bend packs). Both
packs come supplied with Unicoils and a length
of Gates charter heater hose that has been
tolerance tested to ensure the correct quality
and compatibility between the hose and the
Unicoil is kept precise. In response to customer
demand, our research team are currently
developing a larger product range and will soon
introduce different sizes of Unicoil kits for not
only coolant transfer applications but also for
the conveyance of petroleum based products.

For further information please call Tony Woods
or Peter Matthews on 1300 888 969
or E-Mail: unicoil@aapsa.com.au
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